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A long-lived coherent state and nonlinear interaction have been experimentally demonstrated for the vibra-
tional mode of a trapped ion. We propose an implementation of quantum computation using coherent states of
the vibrational modes of trapped ions. Differently from earlier experiments, we consider a far-off resonance for
the interaction between external fields and the ion in a bidimensional trap. By appropriate choices of the
detunings between the external fields, the adiabatic elimination of the ionic excited level from the Hamiltonian
of the system allows for beam splitting between orthogonal vibrational modes, production of coherent states,
and nonlinear interactions of various kinds. In particular, this model enables the generation of the four coherent
Bell states. Furthermore, all the necessary operations for quantum computation, such as preparation of qubits
and one-qubit and controlled two-qubit operations, are possible. The detection of the state of a vibrational
mode in a Bell state is made possible by the combination of resonant and off-resonant interactions between the
ion and some external fields. We show that our read-out scheme provides highly efficient discrimination
between all the four Bell states. We extend this to a quantum register composed of many individually trapped
ions. In this case, operations on two remote qubits are possible through a cavity mode. We emphasize that our
remote-qubit operation scheme does not require a high-quality factor resonator: the cavity field acts as a
catalyst for the gate operation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Outstanding theoretical and experimental advances have
been reported in the field of photonic quantum information
processing, ranging from the experimental realization of the
quantum teleportation protocolf1g to proposals for quantum
error correctionf2g and quantum computationf3g. It has
been shown that universal continuous-variable quantum
computation can be performed using linear opticssincluding
squeezingd, homodyne detection, and nonlinearities realized
by photon-counting positive-valued measurementf4g. Re-
cently, a method to implement efficient universal computa-
tion based on coherent states of light has been suggested and
shown to be robust against detection inefficienciesf5g.

As pointed out in the Los Alamos Roadmap for quantum
computingf6g, using coherent states of a boson as logical
qubits is one of the promising ways to realize quantum com-
putation. However, one of the practical difficulties encoun-
tered in a scheme for coherent quantum computation is the
requirement of a strong Kerr nonlinear interaction to produce
a superposition of coherent states. Currently available non-
linear dielectrics, unfortunately, offer too low rates of non-
linearity with exceedingly high absorption of the incoming
field. In this context, some recent proposals for giant Kerr
nonlinear interaction exploiting electromagnetic induced
transparency remains to be proved to work in the quantum
domainf7g.

In this paper, we propose to implement coherent quantum
computation using vibrational modes of trapped ions. Since
the early days of the quantum manipulation of vibrational
modes for trapped ions, it has been clear that strong nonlin-
ear evolutions can be efficiently engineered using two- or
three-level ionssin a L configurationd interacting with prop-

erly tuned laser pulsesf9–12g. Furthermore, a long-lived co-
herent state has been experimentally reportedf9,12g. This
opens a way to the exploitation of vibrational states as the
elements of a quantum register in a quantum processor. For
the purposes of scalability, arbitrarily large quantum registers
have to be considered. One way is to work with a chain of
ions in the same trap, exploiting not just the vibrational
modes of the centre of masssc.m.d but the collective vibra-
tional excitations of the chainssee f9,10g and references
withind. Another way to realize the scalability is to take ad-
vantage of the recently demonstrated coupling between cavi-
ties and single-ion trapsf13,14g, which is the scheme used in
this proposal. In our architecture, an array of many individu-
ally trapped ions constitutes the quantum register. The local
processors are interconnected via an effective all-optical bus
realized by a cavity mode coupled to the different traps. We
will not require a perfect cavity for our protocol, and the
cavity field mode never becomes entangled with the ions of
the registersthe coupling between two different ions being
realized via a second-order interaction only virtually medi-
ated by the cavity fieldd.

In this paper, we also propose an efficient discrimination
of the four quasi-Bell states embodied by entangled coherent
statesf5g. In this respect, our detection scheme does not re-
quire the complete map of a quasi-Bell state onto the discrete
electronic Hilbert space of the trapped ionsf15g. The detec-
tion is performed exploiting the additional degree of freedom
of the vibrational states represented by their even- and odd-
number parities. It is worth stressing that the Bell-state dis-
crimination can be accomplished, in our setup, both locally
sexploiting two orthogonal vibrational modes of a single
trapped iond and remotely, where the Bell state is the joint
state of two vibrational modes of a linear two-ion crystal.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the coupling scheme used in our proposal and address the
issue of the preparation and single-qubit manipulation of co-
herent states. In this context, the generation of even-odd co-
herent states and entangled coherent state is discussed. We
perform some quantitative investigations to prove that this
coupling scheme allows for highly efficient quantum-state
engineering. In Sec. III, we propose the architecture for a
distributed quantum register of many individually trapped
ions interconnected by a cavity field mode. This proposal
allows for vibrational quantum-state transfer between two
remote ions. We quantitatively address a nontrivial example.
Section IV is devoted to the description of a scheme for
almost complete Bell-state measurements performed com-
bining vibrational-mode manipulations and electronic-state
detection. The ability to achieve a high-efficiency discrimi-
nation of the four coherent Bell states is exploited. In Sec. V,
we describe how to realize an entangling two-qubit gate that,
together with the single-qubit rotations, allows for universal
coherent quantum computation.

II. HAMILTONIAN FOR QUANTUM-STATE
ENGINEERING

The system we consider is a two-level ion coupled to a
bichromatic field, detuned from the atomic transition. The
trap tightly confines the ion in thex−y planefas sketched in
Fig. 1sadg. The energy scheme is shown in Fig. 1sbd. The
sclassicald external fields illuminate the ion in opposite direc-
tions in thez=0 plane, and both can have a component along
the x andy axes. We assume the trap to be anisotropic, with
vx.vy and Dxc.m.sDyc.m.d the ground-state width, in the
trapping potential, along thexsyd direction. The Hamiltonian
of the system readssq=1 is taken throughout this paperd

H = o
i=x,y

vib̂i
†b̂i + vegŝ+ŝ− + o

i=1

2

sĝiŝ+ + ĝi
†ŝ−d. s1d

Here,b̂j
†sb̂jds j =x,yd are the creationsannihilationd operators

describing the quantized position of the c.m. of the ion in the
trap, ĝi =gie

−ik i·r̂−ivit−ifi take account of the couplings be-
tween the ion andith lasersi =1, 2d of its frequencyvi, wave
vectork i ;skix ,kiy ,0d, and phasefi. Here, r̂ is the vectorial
operator of the c.m. position andŝ+=ŝ−

†= uelkgu. The ion
transition frequency is labeled byveg. This interaction con-
figuration is flexible enough to be effectively embodied by
many physical situationssas, for example, the one described
in f11g after the elimination of the excited stated. In a rotating
frame and in the limit of large detuningD1@g1,2,d12,grad,
where D1=veg−v1, d12=v2−v1, and grad the spontaneous
decay rate of the ion fromuel, the atomic excited state can be
adiabatically eliminated. After some lengthy calculations and
using the Campbell-Baker-Haussdorff theorem, the Hamil-
tonian can be written as

H . o
j=x,y

v jb̂j
†b̂j −

g1g2

D1
o

n,m=0

`

o
p,q=0

`
sihx8d

n+m

n ! m!

3
sihy8d

p+q

p ! q!
b̂x

†nb̂x
mb̂y

†pb̂y
qe−id12t−if + H.c., s2d

where f=f1−f2 and a numerical factor arising from the

normal ordering has been absorbed in the Rabi frequencies
g1,2. Here,hx8=DxcmDkx and hy8=DycmDky are the effective
Lamb-Dicke parameters for thexsyd motion, respectivelyf9g,
andDkx,y are the projections ofk1−k2 in the z=0 plane. We
have neglected some laser-intensity-dependent ac-Stark
shifts due to the dispersive couplings which do not depend
on the actual vibrational state of the ion. These energy terms
in the Hamiltonian can be controlled by stabilizing the laser
beams and formally eliminated by redefining the ground-
state energy. A scheme to cancel the ac-Stark shifts using an
additional laser has been demonstrated in Ref.f16g. Properly
directing the laser beams we can arrange a coupling between
the two vibrational modes as well as engineering a single-
mode Hamiltonianf11g. We are describing effective interac-
tions between vibrational modes of a trapped ion through a
reduced, simple two-level model. This possibility has been
investigated both theoretically and experimentally, in these
yearsf9,10,17,18g. If not explicitly specified, we will always
consider the states of thex mode to embody the qubits, while

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad The physical setup. A two-level ion is
trapped in a bidimensional trapsvy,vxd. Two monochromatic la-
ser fieldsclassicald excite the ion.sbd The energy-level scheme. The
trap is quasiharmonic so that, in the limit of resolved sidebands, the
different excitations of thex and y vibrational degrees of freedom
are spaced as shown.
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the y mode will be used as an ancilla. An interesting feature
of the model in Eq.s2d is the possibility to select stationary
terms from the Hamiltonian simply by tuning the laser fields
to an appropriate sideband resonance of the trapped ion spec-
trum. Indeed, in the interaction picture, the term depending
on expfissxvx+syvy−d12dtg sand its Hermitian conjugated ap-
pears inH, wheresx=sn−md andsy=sp−qd. By tuning d12,
which excites the proper sideband of the energy-level
scheme shown in Fig. 1sbd, we single out stationary terms in
Eq. s2d. We want these to be dominant over the contributions
from the other oscillating terms.

A remarkable range of evolutions is covered by this cou-
pling scheme, and some of them are particularly relevant for
the purpose of coherent quantum computation. We note that,
in the protocol proposed inf5g, the leading ingredients are
represented by the ability to generate coherent states and
their macroscopic superpositionssSchrödinger cat statesd as
well as multimode entangled coherent states. To manipulate
the states of the elements of a quantum register, on the other
hand, Ref.f5g prescribes the use of reliable beam splitter
operations, phase shifts, and displacement operationssthese
latter effectively perform rotations in the computational ba-
sisd. A beam splittersBSd operation has been described in
Ref. f11g, and we need to give details about the engineering
of the other operations with our model.

We need a reliable way to generate a coherent state of
motion in order to work in a computational space spanned by
the coherent stateshual , u−alj swhich are quasiorthogonal for
sufficiently largeaPCd. Many different ways to achieve this
have been suggestedf9g. Here, we note that, ifd12=vx si.e.,
if we excite the first red sideband of thex motiond and the
two fields have no projection onto they axis, the stationary

term Hcs.sig1g2hx8 /D1db̂x
†+H.c. is selected, assumingf=0.

This energy term gives rise to a unitary evolution that corre-

sponds to a displacementD̂xsad=expsab̂x
†−a* b̂xd in phase

space f5,19g, a=g1g2hx8t /D1, and t the interaction time.
However, if we want to give an estimate of the accuracy of
this state engineering procedure, the effect of the nonstation-
ary terms in the Hamiltonian has to be quantitatively ad-
dressed. In order to do it, we consider the formal relationship
between our coupling scheme and the system in Ref.f11g,
where the three-levelL configuration can be mapped onto
our own coupling scheme when the adiabatic elimination of
the excited state of the ion is performed. It is shown inf11g
that by considering an anisotropic trap with a sufficiently
large ratiovx/vy, allows us to neglect additionalaccidental
resonances in Eq.s2d. To generate a coherent state, we esti-
mate thatvxù3vy is enough. On the other hand, the cou-
pling factors relative to the nonstationary terms in Eq.s2d are
sensibly smaller than the rate at which the coherent state is
generated once we guaranteesg/hxD1d!g with g=vx/g a
dimensionless parameter which, experimentally, can beg
ù20. For the sake of definiteness, we have assumedg1=g2
=g and, given thatd12!v1,2, we have takenuk1u.uk2u=k sso
that hx8.2hxd. For hx=kDxcm=0.4 and the conservative
choiceg.12, the above constraints requireD1@g/5.

In order to give a quantitative example of the perfor-
mances of this analysis, we choosevx=4vy and D1=5g.
Then, we retain the terms, inH, which oscillate at the fre-

quenciesvx,vy,vx±vy so that the dynamic generator we
consider isHtrue=Hcs+Hnst, whereHnst collects the nonsta-
tionary terms we discussed. With the above choices for the
relevant parameters, we look for the overlapuka ucltu between
the coherent stateual we want to generate and the state
uclt=exph−iHtruetju0lx. Numerically, we are limited by the
dimension of the computational space. We thus takeuau=1
and truncate the basis tohu0l ,… , u5ljx, with unlxsn=0,… ,5d
indicating phonon-number states. On the other hand, the
state of they mode should not be affected at all by the
desired evolution. Assumingu0ly for the initial state, it is
reasonable to takehu0l , u1ljy for the evolution of this state
due toHtrue. The motional state of the ion at timet is there-
fore expanded as uclt=on=0

5 om=0
1 Anmstdun,mlxy, with

on=0
5 om=0

1 uAnmu2=1. The overlap reads Ostd
=Non=0

5 An0std /În!, swith N a normalization factord, which
can be evaluated once we solve the set of differential equa-
tions obtained projecting the Schrödinger equation foruclt
onto theun,mlxy states. The result is shown in Fig. 2sad. The
overlap becomes perfect when the rescaled interaction time
is gt=D1/ sghx8d=6.25. We have checked the convergence of
our simulation to the results in Fig. 2sad by considering a
larger computational basis and repeating our calculations. We
have found a good agreement up to eight phononic states
included in thex-mode computational basis. This induces us
to consider the cutoff at five phononic excitations in thex
mode and one in they mode as satisfactory for our purposes.
Of course, this is an effect of the small value ofa we are
taking here. A largera requires more vibrational states in the
simulations. Nevertheless, the example we are considering is
significant enough to outline the main features of our proce-
dure. Furthermore, we have checked that with the above val-
ues the efficiency of the process is insensitive to an increase
of the Lamb-Dicke parameter up tohx.0.9. For a largerhx,
some deviation from the ideal case is observed. Another pa-
rameter that is relevant in this investigation isg. Reducing it
means lowering the oscillation frequencies of the non-
stationary terms inHtrue. This spoils the efficiency of the
entire state-engineering process. An example of this effect is
given in Fig. 2sbd. It is worth stressing that, even though the
generation of a coherent state with just a small amplitudea
has been checked here, this will also apply for a largersin
principle arbitraryd amplitude.

For a single-qubit operation, we first consider the rotation
Uzsu /2d around thez axis of the Bloch sphere for the qubit
hu±aljx:

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad The overlap between a coherent state
ua=1lx and the state generated by the non ideal HamiltonianHtrue,
which contains non stationary terms at low frequencies up to second
order in the Lamb-Dicke parameter. In this simulation,hx=0.4 and
g=12.5. Other parameters are as in the text.sbd Comparison be-
tween the perfect overlapssolid lined and the one obtained with
hx=1.0 andg=10 sdashed lined.
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UzSu

2
D = Seiu/2 0

0 e−iu/2D . s3d

This rotation is very well approximated by displacement

operation D̂xsied, with e=u /4asuP f0,2pgd f5g. Indeed,

D̂siedualx=e2iea esa+iedb̂x
†−sa−iedb̂xu0lx=e2iaeua+ ielx.eiu / 2ualx,

where the conditiona@e has been assumedskeeping the
productae always finited. In practice, fora*2, a smalle is
sufficient to perform a complete rotation.

On the other hand, a rotationÛxs±p /4d f5g around thex
axis of the qubit Bloch sphere can be performed by a Kerr

interactionHK=xKsb̂x
†b̂xd2. We now briefly describe the pro-

cedure to obtain such a Hamiltonian. By aligning the laser
beams along thex axis and arranging their relative detuning

d12=0, we select a stationary term proportional tob̂x
†2b̂x

2 in
Eq. s2d, with the corresponding rate of nonlinearityxK
=g1g2h8x

4/ s2D1d. We exploit the canonical commutation

rules betweenb̂x
† and b̂x and the relationfn̂x,n̂x

2g=0sn̂x

= b̂x
†b̂xd, to obtain exph−iHKtjuxt=p/2u7 ialx=s1/Î2dsual± i u

−aldx f8g. This macroscopic superposition of coherent states
is the result of the rotation in the Bloch spherehu±alj. In
order to check the effects of the nonresonant terms in the
Hamiltonian of our Kerr nonlinear evolution, we have con-
ducted an analysis similar to the one previously performed to
generate a coherent state. This time,Htrue=HK+Hnst contains
terms oscillating at the lowest frequencies and up to fourth
power in hx. The stationary termHK dominates overHnst
because the effect of the high-frequency oscillating terms is
averaged out from the effective dynamical evolution of the
qubit. We retain the same values used before for the relevant
parameters in our calculations, showing that they are suitable
for this effective rotation too. Our model is sufficiently flex-
ible not to require further adjustments of the setup. We con-
sider the transformationua=−ilx→ ucat1lx=s1/Î2dsua=1l
+ i ua=−1ldx and, motivated by the previous discussion about
the dimension of the computational basis, we use the trun-
cated phonon-number basishu0l ,… , u5lj^2 to solve the pro-
jected Schrödinger equations

ixykp,qu]tucstdlxy = xykp,quHtrueucstdlxy, s4d

with ucs0dlxy= u−ilxu0ly and the decompositionucstdlxy

=on,m=0
5 Anmstdunmlxy. The normalization of the wave function

implies on,m=0
5 uAnmstdu2=1, as before. In Fig. 3 we compare

the ideal overlapOidstd= uxkcat1ue−iHKtu−ilxu sdashed lined to
the overlapOtruestd= uxykcat1,0ue−iHtruetu−i ,0lxyu ssolid curved,
whose time behavior depends on the coefficientsAnmstd, for
counterpropagating lasers withg1,2=g andhx=0.4. It is ap-
parent that the dynamical evolution governed byHtrue leads
to the desired superposition state at the expected rescaled
time gt=5p /2h8x

4.38. The match between the two curves is
very good up to the rescaled interaction times we show. Be-
ing a rotation in the space spanned by the coherent states
with amplitudea= ±1, the behavior of the overlap is peri-
odic and replicates itself for interaction times larger than
those shown in Fig. 3. This numerical simulation suggests
that Kerr nonlinear interactions and, thus, theUxs±p /4d ro-

tation can actually be performed quite efficiently in this
setup. We estimatexK.20p kHz, for g=500p kHz f9,10g,
corresponding to an interaction time of tens ofµs. On the
other hand, the effective lifetime of the excited stateuel, in
the nonresonant regime we are considering, is quenched by
the ratio between the ion-laser field coupling rate and the
detuningD1 according totspont~D1

2/ sg2gradd. By choosing a
suitable value for the ratio betweenD1 andgrad, the incoher-
ent scattering of vibrational excitation due to the decay from
excited state, which contribute to the heating rate, can be
neglected. Using the values inf9,14,16,20g, for instance,
tspont can be made one order of magnitude larger than the
effective interaction times required for vibrational-state ma-
nipulation.

We need here to make a remark: the analysis we have
performed always assumes that the ancillaryy mode is pre-
pared in the vacuum state. This is just for mathematical con-
venience. We have derived the equations of motion for the
case of an initial coherent stateub=1ly of the y motional
mode. Here, again, a small amplitude of the coherent state is
taken because it is then possible to truncate the computa-
tional phonon-number basis, considerably simplifying the
calculations. We have concluded that the comparison be-
tweenOvidstd and Ovtruestd shows the same qualitative fea-
tures seen in Fig. 3. We conjecture that the same conclusion
holds regardless of the state in which they degree of motion
has been prepared, if the parameter values inHtrue are kept
within the range of validity of the approximations above.

With arbitrary rotations around thez axis simplemented
via effective displacementsd andp /4 rotations around thex
axis, it is actually possible to build up any desired rotation
around they axis of the Bloch sphere. This, in turn, allows us
to arbitrarily rotate the qubit around thex axis f5g. The two
operations we have demonstrated are thus sufficient to real-
ize any desired one-qubit rotation. In particular, the sequence
Uzsp /4dUxsp /4dUzsp /4du±alx realizes the transformation
u±alx→ s1/Î2dsualx± u−alxd, which is a Hadamard gate. The
resulting states, here, are the the so-calledevensfor + signd
and oddsfor − signd coherent statesas they are the super-
position of just even and odd phonon-number states, respec-
tively f7g. An interesting feature that will be exploited later is
that even and odd coherent states are eigenstates of the parity
operators−1dn̂ sn̂ is the phonon-number operatord with eigen-

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Comparison between the perfect overlap
Oidstd sdashed lined and the true oneOtruestd obtained numerically
solving the Schrödinger equation governed byHtrue. In these calcu-
lations,hx=0.4. Other parameters are as described in the body of
the paper.
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value ±1, respectively. We will discuss later the role these
states have in coherent quantum computation.

As a final relevant case treated here, we now consider the
engineering of a bimodal nonlinear interaction suitable for
the generation of entangled coherent statessECS’sd f21g.
This class of states will be represented as

uf±l = N±
fhua,al ± u− a,− alj,

uc±l = N±
chua,− al ± u− a,alj. s5d

Statesuf±l and uc±l can be generated by superimposing, at a
50:50 BS, a zero-phonon stateu0l with an even and odd
coherent state, respectively. As an example, suppose that, via
the procedure described above, we have created an even co-
herent state of thex motional mode whiley is in its vacuum
state. Arranging a BS interaction betweenx and y phonon
modesf11g, the joint state of the two vibrational modes is
then transformed into one of the entangled coherent states
above. Alternatively,uf±l anduc±l can be produced using the
cross-phase modulation HamiltonianHcp=xcpn̂xn̂y, with xcp
the rate of nonlinearityf7g. Starting fromualxubly, this inter-
action producesuecslxy~ ualxsubl+ u−bldy+ u−alxsubl− u−bldy

whenxcpt=p f7g, which can be reduced to the form of ECS
in Eq. s5d through single-qubit manipulation. Thus, having
already discussed how to perform one-qubit operations, we
concentrate here on the generation of this kind of generalized
ECS.

By inspection ofHcp, we recognize the necessity of an
interaction symmetry in the two vibrational modes. This can
be obtained directing the lasers at 45 and 225 degrees with
respect to thex axis. In this case,d12=0 has to be set in order

to select the stationary termxcpb̂x
†b̂xb̂y

†b̂y in Eq. s2d with xcp
=g1g2h8x

2h8y
2/ s2D1d. The other terms in the Hamiltonian are

rapidly oscillating and negligible if the same dynamical con-
ditions we commented above are assumed. We consider
Oecsstd= uxykecsidue−iHtruetua=1,b=1lxyu, with Htrue=Hcp+Hnst

the Hamiltonian containing both the desired nonlinear inter-
actionHcp and all the relevant non stationary terms. We have
taken uecsidlxy~ u1lxsu1l+ u−1ldy+ u−1lxsu1l− u−1ldy, where all
the states appearing in this expression are coherent states of
their amplitudeuau= ubu=1. To evaluateOecsstd, the compu-
tational basis has been truncated tohu0l ,… , u5lj^2, as usual.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. The dashed line represents
the ideal behavior of the overlap—that is, its time depen-

dence when just the ideal interactionHcp is considered. This
curve is contrasted with the overlap obtained when the full
Hamiltonian Htrue is taken. The mismatches between the
curves are very small, and the overall comparison is excel-
lent. The scheme appears, thus, to be robust against the spoil-
ing effects of the nonstationary terms and is efficient within
the coherence times of the physical system we consider.

III. COUPLING BETWEEN MOTIONAL DEGREES
OF FREEDOM OF INDIVIDUALLY TRAPPED IONS

So far, our discussions have been limited to the case of a
single ion. Unfortunately, considering the vibrational modes
of just a single trapped ion is a substantial limitation on the
computational capabilities of our device. However, we can
take advantage of some recent experiments that demonstrate
the coupling between trapped ions and a high-finesse optical
cavity f13,14g to design the register of a vibrational quantum
computer as formed by several remote and independently
trapped ions. Here, we describe in detail a mechanism to
couple the motional degrees of freedom of different elements
of such a quantum register. We take inspiration from the
experiments reported inf13,14g where a coherent interaction
is established between an ion and a cavity mode. The atomic
responses to both temporal and spatial variations of the cou-
pling have been analyzedf14g. Our study in this section is
along these lines.

The system sketched in Fig. 5, is based on the linear ge-
ometry of the ion-trap-optical-cavity interfacesf13,14g. This
setup is suitable to store a linearion crystalrepresented by a
row of aligned traps, which are mutually independent and
spatially well separated. The cavity field mode is described
by its bosonic annihilationscreationd operatorâ sâ†d and is
aligned with thex axis of the bidimensional traps. The inter-
action with each ionic transition is off resonant with detuning
Di si =1,2d, respectivelysassumed to be different for sake
of generality; the mathematical approach is simplified if
D1=D2d. Two external fieldsEL1 andEL2 excite the ions and
are directed along they axis. As we will see, this effectively
couples they modes of the ions.

We assume a standing-wave configuration for the spatial
distribution of the cavity fieldf10g. In a rotating frame at the

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Comparison between the perfect overlap
sdashed lined and the true oneOecsstd obtained solving the
Schrödinger equation governed byHtrue. In this simulation,hx,y

=0.4. Other parameters as described in the body of the paper.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined The setup for a motional state transfer
procedure. Two trapped ions are placed along thex axis of a mono-
mode optical cavity having a standing-wave configuration. The ions
are coupled to the cavity field mode and to two external laser
pulses. The laser fields illuminate the ions along they direction.
This realizes an effective coupling between they vibrational modes
of the trapped ions.
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frequencyvL1 of the laserEL1 and in the interaction picture
with respect to the free energy of the resonator, the Hamil-
tonian of our system reads

Hic = o
j=x,y

o
i=1

2

v ji b̂ji
†b̂ji −

g0EL1hy1

D1
sb̂y1

† + b̂y1dâ†eidct

−
g0EL2hy2

D2
sb̂y2

† + b̂y2dâ†eisdc+D12dt+if + H.c. s6d

Here,dc=vcavity−vL1 andD12=vL1−vL2 while ELisi =1,2d is
the Rabi frequency of the interaction between ioni and laser
ELi and f is the phase difference between the lasers. The
condition D1,2.EL1,EL2,g0 underlies Eq.s6d, where the
electronic excited states of the ions have been adiabatically
eliminated. A preliminary and intuitive picture of the dynam-
ics of the system can be given as follows. We derive the form
of the effective interaction Hamiltonian between the relevant
vibrational modes of the two trapped ions in the
overdamped-cavity regimesor bad cavity limitd, where the
cavity decay ratek is much larger than any other rate in-
volved in Eq. s6d. This will give us an idea of the sort of
effective mutual interaction that is achieved in this setting. A
much more rigorous approach, based on the derivation of the
reduced vibrational master equation, is given later in this
section.

The cavity mode, which is detuned from the ionic transi-
tions, represents an off-resonant bus that is only virtually
excited by the interactions with the ions and can be elimi-
nated from the dynamic of the overall system. This results in
an effective Hamiltonian whoseinteraction part, in a rotat-
ing frame at the frequencies of the traps, reads

Hic
rwa . − o

i,j=1

2
g0

2ELiELjhyihyj

DiD jk
sb̂yi

† b̂yje
if + b̂yj

† b̂yie
−ifd, s7d

where the conditionD12=vy2−vy1 and the rotating-wave ap-
proximationsRWAd have been used. This interaction models
a BS operation between motional degrees of freedom be-
longing to spatially separated trapped ions. In this expres-
sion, we have not reported the motional-state-dependent ac-
Stark shifts experienced by the internal levels of the ions in
an off-resonant standing-wave configuration. The influence
of these terms will be fully taken into account in the deriva-
tion of the reduced vibrational master equation. Here, we
present only Eq.s7d as it is important to stress that this in-
teraction is useful for entanglement generation and motional-
state transfer, where the statesucly1 and u0ly2 are swapped,
with ucly1 being completely arbitrary. This is exactly what
we want to realize for the purpose of motional-state transfer.
If the ion crystal is larger than two units, two specific ions
can be connected by exciting themsand only themd with the
laser fields. The other trapped ions will be unaffected by the
coupling. Once the local interaction between thex and y
motional modes of aspecific ion has been performedsac-
cording to a given quantum computing protocold, then the
state of they mode can be properly transferred to another ion
of the crystal, labeledl, which has been prepared inu0lyl.
However, for the sake of realism, in what follows we pursue

the analysis restricted to a two-ion system and give some
more insight into the process of motional-state transfer.

The assumed bad cavity limit is particularly convenient to
isolate the dynamics of the motional modes from that of the
bus. Indeed, a full picture of the evolution of the system is
gained by the master equationsin the interaction pictured

]tr = − ifHic8 ,rg + ks2ârâ† − hâ†â,rjd = sL̂0 + L̂cavdr, s8d

with r the total density matrix of the ion 1+ion 2+cavity
system and, takingdc=vy1, D12=vy2−vy1, it is Hic8

=−oi=1
2 Visb̂yiâ

†+H.c.d. Notice that, by consideringHic8 , all
the relevant contributions to the ion dynamicssshift terms
includedd are taken into consideration. We have used the no-

tation L̂0r=−ifHic8 ,rg. We now go on to a dissipative picture

defined by r̃=e−L̂cavtr and exploit the relationsL̂cavfâ,rg
=fâ,sL̂cav−kdrg andL̂cavsârd= âL̂cavr+kâr sand analogous
for â†d f22g. After some lengthy calculations, Eq.s8d reduces
to

]tr̃ = ig0o
i=1

2 ELihyi

Di
he−ktfb̂yi,r̃gâ† + ektb̂yifâ†,r̃g − H.c.j

; e−ktL̂1r̃ + ektL̂2r̃, s9d

with L̂1sL̂2d an effective superoperator obtained by collect-
ing all the terms in Eq.s9d having thee−ktsektd prefactor. To
isolate the vibrational degrees of freedom, we trace over the

cavity mode. We obtain]trv=TrcavL̂1se−ktr̃d, with rv
=Trcavsr̃d. This master equation still involves the cavity vari-
ables because of the presence ofr̃. In order to remove these
dependencies, we go back to Eq.s8d, integrate it formally,
and multiply it bye−kt. In the limit of largek, we can invoke
the first Born-Markov approximation and setr̃=rv ^ rcav,ss
with rcav,ss the steady state of the cavity mode. It is, then,

e−ktr̃std.e0
`L̂2srvstd ^ rcav,ssde−kt8dt8 and

]trv = TrcavHL̂1SE
0

`

L̂2„rvstd ^ rcav,ss…e
−kt8dt8DJ

= o
i,j=1

2
g0

2ELiELjhyihyj

DiD jk
hfb̂yi,rvb̂yj

† g − fb̂yi
† ,b̂yjrvgj

; o
i=1

2

Gih2b̂yirvb̂yi
† − rvb̂yi

† b̂yi − b̂yi
† b̂yirvj

+ ÎG1G2f2b̂y1rvb̂y2
† + 2b̂y2rvb̂y1

† − hb̂y1
† b̂y2 + b̂y2

† b̂y1,rvjg,

s10d
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with Gi =Vi
2/ksi =1,2d. This is the reduced master equation

in our study. So far, we have not included the relaxation
terms due to the decay of the motional amplitude of the ion
modes and the incoherent scattering due to relaxation from
thesoff-resonantd excited states. However, these terms can be
included in the above derivation by suitably modifying the
coupling rates appearing in Eq.s8d. For instance, the Liou-
villian terms proportional to the vibrational decay rategv
sassumed to be equal for thex andy motiond do not depend
on the cavity operators and are left unaffected by the adia-
batic elimination of the field modef23,24g. Thus, from now
on, we dropgv from our analysis. Equations10d can be pro-
jected onto the phonon-number basishun,mljy1,y2 to give ef-
fective evolution equations that are used for a numerical es-
timation of the dynamics ofrv.

As an example of motional-state transfer, we quantita-
tively address the case ofucly1=Î2/5su0l− u1ldy1+Î1/5u2ly1,
where su0l , u1l , u2ldy1 are phonon-number states, being pre-
pared in ion 1. Here, the choice has been completely arbi-
trary sany other state could have been takend. However, this
example offers us the possibility to see the influence of our
protocol on relative phases in general linear superpositions.
Furthermore, the possible leakage into the Hilbert space
complementary to the one spanned by our computational ba-
sis can be investigated. For quantitative calculations, we re-
strict the basis tohu0l ,… , u5lj^2. For the transfer protocol to
be effective, the state of they2 mode must be prepared in
u0ly2. Some comments are necessary in order to clarify the
protocol. From now on, we refer to the ion whosey motional
state has to be transferred as thetransmitter while the re-
ceiver is the ion prepared inu0ly. The interaction channel
between the transmitter and the receiver is open if and only if
both the ions are illuminated by the external laser fields. This
means that, once one of the lasers is turned off, the transfer
process stops and the interaction channel is interrupted and
unable to further affect the joint state of the two ions. On the
other hand, the effective interaction has to last for a time
sufficient to complete the transfer. We find that temporally
counterintuitive laser pulses have to be applied to the system
of transmitter-receiving ions. In particular, an efficient
motional-state transfer is achieved if the effective coupling
rate V2 decreases whileV1 increases in such a way that
eTdt8ÎG1st8dG2st8d=q=p /2, whereT is the total interaction
period and time-dependent laser pulses have been assumed.
An example of such pulses is given byG1std=G2s−td
=G̃e−G̃t / seG̃t+e−G̃td f25g. We have assumedELi =EL, hyi=hy

andDi =Dsi =1,2d, so thatG̃=2g0
2EL

2hy
2/D2k. The time behav-

iors of G1,G2, andÎG1G2 are shown in Fig. 6sad. The proce-
dure followed in order to get Eq.s10d requiresV1,V2!k

which is equivalent to takeG̃!k. The effectiveness of the
process can be estimated by plotting the transfer fidelity
Fcstd=y1,y2k0,curvstdu0,cly1,y2 againstkt. Here,rvstd is, ob-
viously, the solution to the reduced master equations10d. The
fidelity turns out to be a function of the interaction time and
is parametrized by the state we want to transfer. The results

of our simulation are presented in Fig. 6sbd for taken G̃
=0.03k. Fc reaches.0.9 for t*200k−1. We have plotted the
fidelity for interaction times larger thanT to show that, once

the effective coupling is turned off, the interaction channel
breaks down and the state of the ions becomes stationary. It
is worth stressing that the fidelity at the beginning of the
interaction is nonzero because of the presence ofu00ly1,y2 in
both the initial and target states.

The second important point that has to be addressed in
order to completely characterize the performance of the state
transfer protocol is the leakage. We can single out two dif-
ferent kinds of leakage. One kind is to states such as
ui , jly1,y2si , j P h1,3jd which are the states of the computa-
tional basis having more than two phonons in they2 mode
and some phonons in they1 mode. The other kind of leakage
leads to states lying outside the computational space. The
influence of both these sources of error can be contemplated
looking at the norm of the final density matrixrvstd. We have
checked that Trfrvstdg=1 for all the relevant interaction
times, showing that the influence of highly excited phononic
states in the vibrational modes can be neglected. This indi-
rectly demonstrates that leakage of the latter kind is irrel-
evant and the dynamics of the system is confined in the
computational space we have chosen. On the other hand, by
considering thequasinormoi=0

2
y1,y2k0i urvstdu0ily1,y2, we can

check how large the influence of populatedy1 states is in the
density matrixrvstd. This is shown in Fig. 7sad where we can
see that, after the transient period when the contribution by
nonempty states of they1 mode is relevant, the steady state
of the system is perfectly normalized. This means that the
final state of the two vibrational modes does not contain
excitations of thetransmitter. To complete this analysis, we
give some insight into the purity of the state we get. From

FIG. 6. sColor onlined sad We plot G1std sdashed lined, G2std
sdot-dashedd, andÎG1stdG2std ssolid lined as a function of the re-

scaled interaction timekt and for G̃=0.03k. The interaction chan-
nel is open att=−200k−1. The fidelity does not reach 1 because of
the effective dissipative part in the evolution of the vibrational state
that, actually, raises the vacuum component of the joint vibrational
state.sbd Fidelity of motional-state transferuc ,0ly1,y2→ u0,cly1,y2

as a function of the interaction timekt. After the interaction channel
is closed, the state of the two vibrational modes is stationary.
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this viewpoint, the fidelity is not a good tool because it could
give the same quantitative results forrvstd describing a pure
state or a statistical mixture. On the other hand, an easily
computable quantity is thelinearized entropy SLstd
=s16/15dh1−Trfrv

2stdgj f26g. This quantity is zero for a pure
state and reaches 1 if the state is completely mixed. We show
a plot ofSLstd in Fig. 7sbd. The state remains highly pure all
along the interaction, the small degree of mixedness being
due to the dissipative nature of the effective evolution of the
system arising from the bad-cavity regime.

The fidelity and purity of the state are not perfect because
of the losses induced on the two-mode vibrational subsystem
by the dissipative bus. However, the state we get with this
protocol is nearly optimal. Higher-quality factors of the op-
tical cavity coupled to the ion traps will improve the perfor-
mances. In this case, indeed, we would be able to neglect the
dissipative dynamics of the cavity mode, making the effec-
tive interaction between transmitter and receiver perfectly
unitary. The form of the effective Hamiltonian, arising from
the coupling scheme, will be as in Eq.s7d with the replace-
ment k→dc as, in this case, the conditiondc@k has to be
used. The fidelity of the operation and the purity of the final
state will be ideal.

IV. QUASI-BELL-STATE MEASUREMENT

We next consider the Bell-state measurement needed in
the protocol for coherent quantum computationf5g. As we

will see in Sec. V, Bell measurements can be used to con-
struct the teleportation-based controlled-NOT sCNOTd sug-
gested by Gottesman and Chuangf27g. In our specific case,
the quantum channel for the teleportation protocol is embod-
ied by one of the ECS’s in Eq.s5d. For sufficiently large
amplitudes of their components, the ECS’s are quasiorthogo-
nal, carry exactly oneebit of entanglement, and are usually
referred to as quasi-Bell states. A complete discrimination of
the elements of this class is, thus, fundamental in our
scheme. It is worth stressing here the well-knownno-go
theoremdemonstrating that a never-failing, full Bell-state
analyzer cannot be realized using just linear interactions
se.g., beam splitters and phase shiftersd f28g. More recently,
it has been recognized that the introduction of a Kerr nonlin-
ear interactionf29g or the exploitation of additional degrees
of freedom of the system employedf30g can be used to fully
discriminate all four Bell states. However, these schemes are
designed to work with two-level systems and are not relevant
to the infinite-dimensional case we treat.

The direct detection of the properties of a vibrational state
is, in general, a hard task to accomplish. On the other hand,
detecting the electronic state of an ionsor an array of ionsd is
more straightforward and can be performed using the quan-
tum jump technique, in which resonance fluorescence from a
strongly driven atomic transition is detectedf9,10,12,31g.
The presence or absence of fluorescence in the driven tran-
sition reveals the electronic state of the ion. Thus, we need a
joint interaction that changes the internal degrees of freedom
of the ion in a way that reflects the state of the vibrational
ones. The measurement of the electronic state of the ion after
the interaction, then, will give information on its vibrational
state. To achieve this goal, we start by considering the
Hamiltonian obtained by applying a standing-wave laser
field to the trapped ion. In a rotating frame and withD
=veg−vL the detuning between the standing-wave and the
ion transition frequency, the interaction reads

H8 = Dŝz + vxb̂x
†b̂x + V cosfhsb̂x

† + b̂xdgsŝ− + ŝ+d, s11d

whereV is the corresponding Rabi frequency. In the disper-
sive limit D@V, with D well away from the resonant vibra-
tional frequencyssee Schneider and Milburnf24gd, we can
adiabatically eliminate the excited state of the ion and ex-

pand cosfhsb̂x
†+ b̂xdg in a power series, retaining terms up to

the second order inh sLamb-Dicke limitd. In the interaction
picture and neglecting terms oscillating at frequency ±2vx,
we get

Hqnd. 2
V2

D
h2b̂x

†b̂xŝz, s12d

where state-independent energy terms have been omitted.
This Hamiltonian is suitable for quantum nondemolition
measurements of the motional even-odd coherent states dis-

cussed above. Indeed, the evolution operatorÛqndstd=exps
−iHqndtd does not change the parity of an even-odd coherent
state but phase-shifts the electronic state by an amount de-
pending on the vibrational-state phonon number. Explicitly,

FIG. 7. sColor onlined sad The quasinorm
oi=0y1,y2

2 k0i urvstdu0ily1,y2 is plotted versus the interaction timekt.
This quantity considers the contribution to the normalization of the
density matrix given by the states having just they2 mode popu-
lated. sbd The degree of mixedness ofrvstd versus the interaction
time kt. The purity of the state is measured by the linearized en-
tropy SL=s16/15df1−Trsrv

2dg that is zero for a perfectly pure state
sas the initial one, atkt=−200d and 1 for a statistical mixture.
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Ûqndstd = cossxqndtb̂x
†b̂xd1 − i sinsxqndtb̂x

†b̂xdŝz = eixqndtb̂x
†b̂xugl

3kgu + e−ixqndtb̂x
†b̂xuelkeu, s13d

with xqnd=2V2h2/D. If we set xqndt=p /2, the electronic
states will bep-out-of-phase mutually shifted.

Now, let us assume that we prepare thex vibrational mode
of an ion in an even-odd coherent stateN±sual± u−ald, while
its internal state isugl. Then, we apply ap /2 pulse tuned on
the carrier frequency of the ion spectrum. This particular
interaction realizes the HamiltonianHcar=Gŝ++H.c. which
couplesugnl↔ uenl sG being a Rabi frequencyd. That is, it
does not affect the vibrational statef9g. The p /2 pulse pre-
pares the superpositions1/Î2dsuel+ ugld. The standing wave
described above is then applied, and the interaction lasts for
t=p /2xqnd. This step of the protocol is used towrite the
vibrational state on the internal degrees of freedom of the
ion. Another carrier-frequencyp /2 pulse mixes up the
phase-shifted components of the electronic state and, finally,
internal-state detection is performed via quantum jumps. It is
worth stressing that electronic-state detection is a true pro-
jective measurementsin the von Neumann sensed that is able
to tell us if the ion was inugl or not. In this latter case, the
vibrational state is reconstructed depending on the outcome
of this last step. The described protocol realizes the transfor-
mations

N+sual + u− aldugl → suial + u− ialdugl,

N−sual − u− aldugl → suial − u− ialduel. s14d

Thus, the different parity of the two vibrational states affects
differently the interference between the components of the
Fourier-transformed stateugl. The discrimination between
even and odd coherent states can be performed with, in prin-
ciple, high accuracy. Each step in the protocol can be, in-
deed, quite precisely performed if a judicious choice of the
parameters is made. The preparation of the electronic-state
superposition can be doneoff line, exploiting one of the two
laser beams that build up the standing wave and reminding
us that the effective Hamiltonian in Eq.s2d does not affect
the electronic variables of the ionsthe manipulation of the
electronic state then has no influence on the vibrational
statesd. An estimate of the interaction time required to per-

form Ûsp /2xqndd and to achieve the right phase shift leads to
some tens ofµs for V=p3500 kHz, h=0.2, and D
=10 MHz f32g.

This protocol, which was studied for the cavity quantum
electrodynamic model to detect even and odd parities of the
cavity field f33g, is useful for the detection scheme for
ECS’s. In particular, let us suppose that an ECS of thex and
y modes of an ion is subject to a 50:50 BS operation. This
will give us one of the output modes in an even-odd coherent
state, the other being in its vacuum. In particular,

B̂xySp

4
Duf±lxy = N±

fhuÎ2al ± u− Î2aljx ^ u0ly,

B̂xySp

4
Duc±lxy = N±

cu0lx ^ huÎ2al ± u− Î2aljy, s15d

where B̂xysp /4d is the 50:50 BS operatorf34g. Then, the
following protocol could be used. We prepare the electronic
state of the trapped ion in the ground state and apply a
carrier-frequencyp /2 pulse to get the electronic superposi-
tion suel+ ugld /Î2. Then, we arrange the evolution

Ûqndst /2xqndd for the electronic+x-vibrational subsystem.
Another carrier-frequencyp /2 pulse on the ion mixes the
components of the electronic superpositions. A quantum-
jump detection reveals the internal state, and the output is
recorded. If the result of the measurement isugl, the entire

protocol is reapplied, this time arranging theÛqndst /2xqndd
evolution of the electronic+y-vibrational subsystem. If the
result of the first electronic detection is insteaduel, we use a
p-carrier pulse that restoresugl, before the protocol is reap-
plied sthis can be done with, in principle, 100% of accuracy
f9gd. The different combinations in which the internal state of
the ion is found allows for a partial discrimination between
the elements in the ECS class. Denotingueven,iÎ2al j and
uodd,iÎ2al js j =x,yd, respectively, the even and odd coherent
states whose components have absolute amplitudeuiÎ2au,
one can prove the correspondences shown in Table I.

It is seen that, while the discrimination between
uf−lxy, uc−lxy, andhuf+l , uc+ljxy is perfect, this is not the case
for the elements of the subsethuf+l , uc+ljxy. The sequence of
detected electronic measurements corresponding to these vi-
brational states is the same, and there is no way to distin-
guish between them, following this strategy. However, one
can exploit the parity nondemolition nature of the above pro-
cedure. Even if the amplitudes of the components of an even-
odd coherent state are changedsthe amplitude transforming
from uau to uiÎ2aud, the parity eigenvalue of these states is
preserved.

Now, if uf+lxy is prepared instead ofuc+lxy, we end up
with mode x being populated whiley is in its vibrational
vacuum state. The configuration will be contrary ifuc+lxy is
prepared. Thus, the key to our procedure is the discrimina-
tion betweenu0lx and ueven,iÎ2alx. Let us suppose that,
after the application of the previous protocol and having
found a sequence of two ground states as a result of the
detection procedureswith the prepared vibrational state be-
ing totally unknownd, we apply the displacement operator

TABLE I. We schematically present the protocol for a partial
quasi-Bell states discrimination. The initial statesthe vibrationalx
and y modes being prepared in an ECSd, the outcomes of the first
and second electronic measurements and the final vibrational state
are displayed.

Initial state First det. Second det. Final vibrational state

uf+,glxy,ion uglion uglion ueven,iÎ2alx ^ u0ly

uf−,glxy,ion uelion uglion uodd,iÎ2alx ^ u0ly

uc+,glxy,ion uglion uglion u0lx ^ ueven,iÎ2aly

uc−,glxy,ion uglion uelion u0lx ^ uodd,iÎ2aly
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D̂s−ed to modex,e being a proper amplitude. Ifuf+lxy was
the initial state, the displacement transforms the state of thex
mode into sei2Î2aeuiÎ2a−el+e−i2Î2aeu−iÎ2a−eldx. Taking
2Î2ae=p /2 anda=2, then we gete.0.27!a. With this
angle of rotationthe even coherent state is changed into an
approximation of an odd one. We have flipped the parity of
the state. Applying now the quasi-Bell-state detection proto-
col, as described above, the outcome of the first atomic mea-
surement becomesuelion. Does it help in distinguishing be-
tweenuf+lxy and uc+lx1x2? The effect of displacement on the
state u0lx ^ suiÎ2al+ u−iÎ2aldy sthat is, the final vibrational
state if uc+lxy is prepared, as shown in Table Id is u0lx→ u
−elx. For the amplitudes of the coherent statea and the angle
of rotation e chosen above, however, it isu−elx.0.96u0lx
−0.27u1lx. Applying again the ECS detection scheme, just
before the first electronic detection, we get

u− elx ^ ueven,iÎ2aly ^ uglion → s0.96u0lugl − i0.27u1l

3ueldx,ion ^ ueven,iÎ2aly.

s16d

The probability to get the electronic outputuelion is given by
s0.27d2! s0.96d2. That is, most of the timessapproximately
92% of the timesd we will obtain uglion, making the discrimi-
nation between the two states complete. This can be taken as
an estimate of the efficiency of the quasi-Bell-state measure-
ment because, in the present case, the efficiency of thede-
tector apparatussthat is, the efficiency of the quantum-jump
technique for electronic-state detectiond can be taken as,
nominally, 100%f31g. Our protocol for quasi-Bell-state mea-
surements can be adapted to the case of two distinct vibra-
tional modes relative to remote trapped ions. It could be
redesigned,mutatis mutandis, using two ions and theirx mo-
tional modes. In this case, the internal degrees of freedom
have to be detectedin parallel and notsequentiallyand the
discrimination will be based on the comparison between dif-
ferent combinations of them. Considering all the operations
to be performed before the ion internal-state detection, the
overall time required for a complete discrimination of ECS’s
should be in the range of hundreds ofµs, which is within the
coherence times of the system.

V. CONTROLLED TWO-QUBIT GATES

In this section, we consider controlled two-qubit gates to
complete our discussion on a possibility of qubit operations
using coherent states of vibrational modes of ions. As we
have remarked in the previous section, a quasi-Bell-state de-
tection sboth local and distributedd is possible. The
teleportation-based scheme for a controlled-NOT sCNOTd, in-
deed, exploits the Bell state measurements to perform two
different steps. We follow the scheme proposed inf5g and
consider two three-mode GHZ statesujla0,a1,a2 and ujla3,a4,a5
of general bosonic modesa0,… ,a5. The joint state of
modesa0 and a3 is first projected onto the Bell basis in
order to prepare thesun-normalizedd four-mode entangled
state

uhlanc= ua,ala1,a2uf+la4,a5 + u− a,− ala1,a2uc+la4,a5.

s17d

This is then used to realize theCNOT gate as described in
Refs. f5,27g. The GHZ states can be built by using beam
splitters f11g and single-mode rotations as those already
demonstrated above. It has been recently recognizedssee, for
example,f35gd that the four-mode state, being a complicated
step to perform, can be preparedoff line and then used in the
protocol for theCNOT only when it is needed. Overall, we
need eight vibrational modes to implement a singleCNOT, six
of which are used to prepare foruhlanc and the remaining two
for the control and target qubits. In our scheme, however, we
use two vibrational modes per ion so that we require four
ions and many motional-state transfer operations. Even if
there is no in-principle difficulty in doing this, it is apparent
that the scheme is experimentally challenging, not just for
the in situ operations to performslinear and nonlinear cou-
pling between orthogonal vibrational modesd but for the
transfer protocolsthat is, the slow and less efficient part of
our schemed. However, it is straightforward to extend the
Hamiltonian model in Eq.s2d to three orthogonal vibrational
modessthat is, to include thez mode in the coupling modeld
using laser fields havingsopposited projection onto the azi-
muthal axis too. In this way, we will be able to exploit three
modes per ion, altogether, and the steps necessary to create
uhlanc can be performed using a two-ion crystal in the optical
cavity. The projected modesa0 and a3, having not been
involved in the four-mode ancillary state, could be used to
embody the target and control of a two-qubit gate. A single
CNOT gate, thus, can be realized with just a two-element
register.

Furthermore, our ability to engineer the Kerr nonlinearity
can be used here to reduce the number of teleporting opera-
tions we have to perform. We exploit thatuf+lai,aj and
uc+lai,aj are mutually swapped by thecross-parityoperator
s−1dn̂ain̂aj. On the other hand,uf−lai,aj and uc−lai,aj are not
affected by this evolution. Schematically,

s− 1dn̂an̂buf+lab = uc+lab,

s− 1dn̂an̂buc+lab = uf+lab,

s− 1dn̂an̂buf−lab = uf−lab,

s− 1dn̂an̂buc−lab = uc−lab. s18d

The operators−1dn̂an̂b;e−ipn̂an̂b is implemented by the cross-
phase modulation used to create the ECS from separable co-
herent states, as described in Sec. II. Here, we are interested
in the effect of this unitary operation on the class of ECS’s.
Now, a cross-phase modulation between vibrational modes
a1 and a3 is assumed to be used so that the state
uÎ2ala1suÎ2al+ u−Î2alda3+ u−Î2ala1suÎ2al− u−Î2alda3 is
generatedf7g. We consider the vibrational modesa2 anda4,
each prepared in the vacuum state, and realize a 50:50 beam
splitting in thea1+a2 anda3+a4 subsystems. Finally, the
s−1dn̂a3n̂a4 produces a statesnot normalizedd that, with local
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unitary operationssa single-qubitNOT gated, can be written
as

uh8lanc= ua,ala1,a2uf+la3,a4 + u− a,− ala1,a2uc−la3,a4.

s19d

This differs from uhlanc because it involvesuc−la3,a4 scorre-
lated to u−a ,−ala1,a2d instead ofuc+la3,a4. We do not try to
reproduce the four-mode entangled channeluhlanc f27g but
we go on with uh8lanc and apply the protocol for a
teleportation-based two-qubit gate. It can be proved by in-
spection that, in this case, a controlled-iŝy sCisy

d gate be-
tween the controlc and the targett qubits is realizedsup to
single-qubit rotations to be applied, conditionally on the out-
comes of the Bell detectionsd. In the computational basis
hua ,al , ua ,−al , u−a ,al , u−a ,−aljct, this can is represented
by the block diagonal matrix Cisy

=diagf1 , isyg, with 1 the
232 identity matrix andsy the y Pauli matrix. This gate is
nonlocal and is not locally equivalent to aSWAP gate. It is
indeed easy to see that Cisy

is an entangling gate that trans-
forms the separable statesAual+Bu−aldc ^ sCual+Du−aldt

into the entangled stateAualcsCual+Du−aldt+Bu−alcsDual
−Cu−aldt. Thus, together with the single-qubit rotations in
Sec. II, this two-qubit operation can be used to perform the
universal quantum computationf36g. Moreover, using the
criteria of Ref.f37g, this gate turns out to be locally equiva-
lent to CNOT.

On the other hand, an important simplification in the re-
alization of a two-qubit gate can be achieved if we renounce
the four-mode entangled channeluhlanc sor uh8lancd. This lat-
ter can be replaced by twouf+l ECS’s that are used as quan-
tum channels for the teleportations of the output modes of a
BS freflectivity cos2su /2dg that has superimposed the control
and target qubitsssee Fig. 8d. For proper choices ofu
=p /4a2, after the beam splitter operation and the two tele-
portations, the output modessx1 andx2 in Fig. 8d are in a
state that is equivalent toCNOT, up to single-qubit operations.
To achieve this result with a significant probability of suc-
cess, however, the conditionu2a2!1 has to be fulfilled. For
example, if we takea=2, u=p /16 has to be taken, giving a
probability of success.0.92. Explicitly, the control and tar-
get qubits can bewritten on the y modes of the trapped ions
1 and 2. The ECS’s we need for the teleportations are codi-
fied in the state of thex and z modes. The beam splitter

operation between the control and target qubits is, in this
case, the soledelocalizedoperation we need to perform. The
scheme we have described for motional-state transfer is ex-
actly what we need to split the input modes in a distributed
way. All the other operations do not involve coupling be-
tween the ions of the register. The Bell-state measurement is
finally performed involvingz andy motional modes, project-
ing thex modes onto a state equivalent toCNOT uc,tlx1,x2. We
conclude our analysis with a remark concerning the strategy
to follow in order to discriminate the logical states of the
qubit snamely, betweenual and u−ald. This can be donelo-
cally, following Ref. f5g, using a 50:50 BS operation super-
imposing the state of the qubit, codified in thex mode of an
ion, to a coherent state of the ancillaryy mode. Then, with
proper resonant transitions coupling the internal state of the
ion to thex andy modes and highly efficient electronic-state
detection, we can ascertain the state of the qubitf9g. The
generalization of this procedure to adelocalizedsituation can
be done exploiting the results shown in Sec. III.

VI. REMARKS

In this paper we have presented a scheme that, exploiting
the motional degrees of freedom of individually trapped ions,
could allow for coherent-state quantum computationf5,35g.
We have addressed a model for quantum engineering based
on the use of two nonresonant laser pulses. By regulating the
direction of the lasers along the trap axes and tuning their
frequencies to excite proper sidebands, we realize various
linear and nonlinear interactions, for both the one-qubit and
two-qubit operations. To scale up the dimension of a quan-
tum register, we have considered a distributed design of the
quantum computer, each node of the network being a single
trapped ion. The interconnections between remote nodes are
established by a cavity bus coupled to the transition of the
selected ionf13,14g. Motional-state transfer, in this way, is
shown to be realizable with good fidelity and without the
requirement of a high-quality factor cavity. Finally, an effi-
cient quasi-Bell-state discrimination is possible, in this setup,
using unitary rotations of the states belonging to the ECS
class and inferring the parity eigenvalues of superposition of
coherent states via high-efficiency electronic detections. The
accuracy of this scheme can be, in principle, arbitrarily near
to 100% due to the exploitation of the additional degree of
freedom represented by the electronic state of the ion. This
feature allows us to circumvent the bottleneck represented by
theno-go theoremin Ref. f28g. We have addressed the issues
of efficiency and practicality of our proposal showing that,
singularly taken, each step of the scheme is foreseeable with
the current state-of-the-art technology, the main difficulty, up
to date, being represented by the sequential combination of
them.
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FIG. 8. sColor onlined Scheme for a coherent-stateCNOT. Target
sutld and control qubitsucld are superimposed at a beam splitter
freflectivity cos2su /2dg. The states of the output modes are, then,
teleported onto the state of modex1 andx2. The boxes labeledT
resume the teleportation operations.
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